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Related issues:
Related to TYPO3 Core - Feature #89821: Add markers for the workspace's stage...
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Related to TYPO3 Core - Bug #91515: token validation fails when clicking on c...

Closed
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Associated revisions
Revision c83454be - 2020-02-18 15:03 - Benni Mack
[FEATURE] Rework email notification for workspaces
Sending out emails when items have been processed on
a stage change is now done via Fluid Email, allowing
administrators to fully customize both subject
and body of an email.
All emails sent by default contain more information and
better structured contents instead of marker-based templates.
The following TSconfig options apply to customize the emails:
- tx_workspaces.emails.stageChangeNotification.generatePreviewLink = 0
- tx_workspaces.emails.layoutRootPaths
- tx_workspaces.emails.partialRootPaths
- tx_workspaces.emails.templateRootPaths
- tx_workspaces.emails.format = html (or "text" or "both")
Resolves: #90411
Releases: master
Change-Id: I837c1538230ed55f2e34d51288e3b943fdd65238
Reviewed-on: https://review.typo3.org/c/Packages/TYPO3.CMS/+/63248
Tested-by: TYPO3com <noreply@typo3.com>
Tested-by: Georg Ringer <georg.ringer@gmail.com>
Tested-by: Anja Leichsenring <aleichsenring@ab-softlab.de>
Reviewed-by: Georg Ringer <georg.ringer@gmail.com>
Reviewed-by: Anja Leichsenring <aleichsenring@ab-softlab.de>
Revision a97accab - 2021-01-07 18:46 - Christian Kuhn
[BUGFIX] Working preview links in workspace mails
Fix a couple of issues with state change emails in
workspaces:
We still can't deep link to the backend. The generated
comparisonLink to the side-by-side preview module is a
workspace backend functionality. The generated links
don't work and show the login form. The fix is to
generate "preview links" instead which call a frontend.
We may be able to improve this later, when core v11
allows deep linking.
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When changing the stage of a page delete placeholder
- when a page is for deletion in live - preview link
generation to these pages does not make sense, trying
to generate such a link throws an exception "no
connection to page tree", the ajax request fails and
no mails are send. Fix is to catch the exception and
leave out the link in the emails.
Preview links did not carry the language id when
sending notifications for state changes of non default
language records. This is added to properly link to
non-default language previews.
A missing closing p-tag in the HTML mail.
As a better default, preview links are now always added
to the mails if possible. In rare cases where this is
not wanted, the mail templates should be adapted.
Change-Id: I84f0e4e5131d52ecbc5e7424137ae7e2ebdb2031
Resolves: #91515
Resolves: #81708
Related: #90411
Releases: master, 10.4
Reviewed-on: https://review.typo3.org/c/Packages/TYPO3.CMS/+/67342
Tested-by: TYPO3com <noreply@typo3.com>
Tested-by: Oliver Bartsch <bo@cedev.de>
Tested-by: Benni Mack <benni@typo3.org>
Reviewed-by: Oliver Bartsch <bo@cedev.de>
Reviewed-by: Benni Mack <benni@typo3.org>
Revision 81e91676 - 2021-01-10 11:50 - Christian Kuhn
[BUGFIX] Working preview links in workspace mails
Fix a couple of issues with state change emails in
workspaces:
We still can't deep link to the backend. The generated
comparisonLink to the side-by-side preview module is a
workspace backend functionality. The generated links
don't work and show the login form. The fix is to
generate "preview links" instead which call a frontend.
We may be able to improve this later, when core v11
allows deep linking.
When changing the stage of a page delete placeholder
- when a page is for deletion in live - preview link
generation to these pages does not make sense, trying
to generate such a link throws an exception "no
connection to page tree", the ajax request fails and
no mails are send. Fix is to catch the exception and
leave out the link in the emails.
Preview links did not carry the language id when
sending notifications for state changes of non default
language records. This is added to properly link to
non-default language previews.
A missing closing p-tag in the HTML mail.
As a better default, preview links are now always added
to the mails if possible. In rare cases where this is
not wanted, the mail templates should be adapted.
Change-Id: I84f0e4e5131d52ecbc5e7424137ae7e2ebdb2031
Resolves: #91515
Resolves: #81708
Related: #90411
Releases: master, 10.4
Reviewed-on: https://review.typo3.org/c/Packages/TYPO3.CMS/+/67372
Tested-by: TYPO3com <noreply@typo3.com>
Tested-by: Christian Kuhn <lolli@schwarzbu.ch>
Reviewed-by: Christian Kuhn <lolli@schwarzbu.ch>
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History
#1 - 2020-02-18 10:08 - Gerrit Code Review
- Status changed from New to Under Review
Patch set 4 for branch master of project Packages/TYPO3.CMS has been pushed to the review server.
It is available at https://review.typo3.org/c/Packages/TYPO3.CMS/+/63248
#2 - 2020-02-18 10:19 - Gerrit Code Review
Patch set 5 for branch master of project Packages/TYPO3.CMS has been pushed to the review server.
It is available at https://review.typo3.org/c/Packages/TYPO3.CMS/+/63248
#3 - 2020-02-18 15:30 - Benni Mack
- Status changed from Under Review to Resolved
- % Done changed from 0 to 100
Applied in changeset c83454be4c6939cb8bbe3574bd323cff5591d2b3.
#4 - 2020-02-21 15:30 - DANIEL Rémy
- Related to Feature #89821: Add markers for the workspace's stage notification email added
#5 - 2020-02-27 12:43 - Benni Mack
- Status changed from Resolved to Closed
#6 - 2021-01-05 14:29 - Christian Kuhn
- Related to Bug #91515: token validation fails when clicking on comparison view links in Workspace E-Mails added
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